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ABSTRACT. Suppose M is a submanifold of C with real codimension at least

one. A geometric description is given of the local hull of holomorphy of an

open subset of M which contains a point of higher type in which all Hormander

numbers are the same. This result is proved as a consequence of examining

the relationship between the hypoanalytic wave front sets of CR functions on

M and CR extension to a manifold of one higher dimension than M.

0. Introduction. Recently, Baouendi and Rothschild in [BR] have shown that

on a semirigid submanifold of higher type that CR functions near a point p holo-

morphically extend to an open wedge in C". In that paper, higher type means

that all the Hormander numbers are finite. The purpose of this paper is to more

carefully examine the case when all the Hormander numbers are the same finite

number / and to give a more precise description of this wedge under this additional

assumption. We show (Theorem 1.4 below) that this wedge fills in the convex hull

of the image of the Zth Levi form at p. This result is the natural generalization of

the results in [BP and B] which handle the cases I = 2 and I — 3 respectively.

There are two key components of the proof of this result. First, we use a CR

extension result in [BPi] which states that CR extension to a submanifold of one

higher dimension is always possible near a point p of type I (/ < oo). Secondly,

we examine (in Lemma 1.7 below) the relationship between CR extension to a

submanifold of one higher dimension and the hypoanalytic wave front sets of CR

functions defined near p.

1. Notation and the precise statement of results. Throughout this paper

M will denote a smooth generic real submanifold of Cn of real codimension d,

1 < d < n and p will be a point in M. We let TP(M) be the real tangent space of M

at p and we let //P(M) be the ./-invariant subspace of TP(M), where J: R2n —> R2n

is the linear isometry induced by multiplication by y/—l. The totally real tangent

space of M at p, denoted TpiM), is the orthogonal complement of HPiM) in TP(M)

under the usual inner product on R2n. Since M is generic, dimRHPiM) = 2m

where m = n - d and dim/} T^iM) = d. We let NPiM) (the normal space of M)

be the orthogonal complement of TPiM) in R2n. The map J is an isometry from

T$iM) to NP{M).

Our description of hulls of holomorphy will involve wedges (or conoids) emanat-

ing from M in the normal direction. Therefore to simplify this description, we shall
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assume that p = 0 and that

(1.1) M = {iz,w) = ix-Yiy,w)eCdxCm; y = <j>(x,w))

where <p: Rd x Cm -* Rd is smooth with <p(0) = 0 and D4>i0) = 0. In these

coordinates, we have

ToiM) = {ix + iO,w); xeRd, weCm},

N0{M) = {{0 + iy,0); yeRd},

HoiM) = {i0,w); weCm},

T$(M) = {(x + ¿0,0); x e Rd}.

We let Z: Rd x Cm -» Cd be defined by

Z(x, w) = x + #(x, w).

Thus, a local parametrization of M is given by the map (x, w) —» (Z(x,it>),it;).

The open sets to which we will extend CR functions as holomorphic functions

will be called conoids and are defined as follows.

DEFINITION 1.2. For a set w C M and an open cone T C NoiM) and an open

set V in C" containing 0 we define the conoid

Nv(u,T) := {iZ{x,w)+iZx{x,w) ■ u,w) eV; v eT and (Z(x,w),w) e uj}

where Zx represents the derivative of Z with respect to x and Zx(x, w) • v represents

multiplication of the dxd matrix Zxix, w) with the d-vector v. Since Zx(0, 0) is the

identity, Ny(uj,Y) approximates uj + T. Since one can always locally graph M over

its tangent space at a point p e M, the above definition of the conoid can easily be

extended to define Ny(uj,T) for an arbitrary submanifold which is not necessarily

presented as in (1.1).

DEFINITION 1.3 [BCT]. For an open set w C M and cone T C To(M), we say

that / e Bv(oj,T) if f(z,w) is holomorphic in z for (z, w) e Ny(uJ,T) and:

To every compact set K C uj there is an integer k > 0 and a constant C > 0

such that \f(q)[ < C(dist(q,M))~k for all q € NV(K,T).
We shall assume that the open set u C M is of the form

ui = {(Z(x, w), w); \x\ < rx, [w\ <r2}

for some rx,r2 > 0. For fixed w e Cm let

ujw = {(Z(x,w),w); |x| < r,}.

Let T C Tj(M) be an acute cone, i.e. a cone whose closure is properly contained

in a half space of T§(M). As shown in [BCT, §11.1], if / € Bv(cj,T) then the

distributional boundary values of / on uw exist (and will be denoted by bwf) in

the following sense: if ip e C£°({x € Rd :  |x| < rx}) and if v e T then

{bwf,ip)-=  lim   /        f(Z(x,w) -YitZx(x,w) ■ v,w)ip(x)dxZ(x,w)
t^o+Jx€Rä

where

dxZ(x,w) = dxZx(x,w) A • ■ ■ A dxZ¿(x,w).
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This limit is independent of the vector v e T as shown in [BCT, Lemma 1.5].

The boundary values of / on u (denoted bf) are defined analogously: if tp 6

C^°({(x,w); |x| < rx,\w\ < r2}) then

(bf,tjj):—  lim        //      f(Z(x,w) -Y itZx(x,w) ■ v, w)ip(x,w)dx<wZ(x,w)d\(w)

x€RdweCm

where

dx¡wZ(x,w) = dx,wZx(x,w) A •• • Adx¡wZd(x,w)

and where dX(w) is the volume form defined on Cm. Of course, bf and bwf as

defined above are really distributions on Rd x Cm and Rd respectively. However,

one can use the diffeomorphisms (x,w) —* (Z(x,w),w) and x —» (Z(x, w),w) to

transfer bf and bwf to w and wœ respectively. Since iu is treated as a parameter,

/ need only be holomorphic in z for the above boundary values to make sense.

In order to give a description of the local hull of holomorphy, we need to define

the Levi forms. We let Hp(M) be the complexification of HP(M) for p € M. Since

M is CR, HC(M) forms a subbundle of the complexified tangent bundle of M. We

have HC(M) = Hlfi(M) -Y H°'l{M) which gives the splitting of HC(M) into the

+i and —4 eigenspaces of J. We say that p is a point of type I (I > 2) if all Lie

brackets of vector fields from HC(M) of length / — 1 at p are contained in H^(M)

and there exists a Lie bracket of vector fields from Hp (M) of length I at p which

is not contained in Hp(M). The length of a Lie bracket is the number of vector

fields appearing in the bracket. For a point p of type /, we define the Ith Levi form

Llv: HlpV(M) - T°(M). If Xp e H^°(M), then

M-Xp):= 7¿np
i

27'
£   c£[x£\[x£v..,[x£'-Mx,x]]---j

£l,...,£,-2

Here X e Hlfi(M) is a vector field extension of Xp and ttp: TgiM) -► T^{M) is

the orthogonal projection map. The sum is taken over a\\ e = {ex,... ,e¡-2) with

Si = +1 or -1 with the convention that X1 = X andX'1 =X e H0'1 (M). Finally

C£ = l/(g + 1)!(/ — q — 1)1 where q is the number of occurrences of +1 in the set

{ex,... ,£i-2}. This definition is independent of the choice of vector field extension

X e H1'°iM) of X. In [BPi, Lemma 5.2], a formula for Llp is given in terms of the

/th order complex hessian of a set of defining functions for M. When / = 2, this

Levi form is just a constant multiple of the usual Levi form.

Finally, we say that the cone Tx C VVP(M) is smaller than the cone T2 C NP{M)

(and we write Ti < T2) if Tx n S CC T2C\S where S is the unit sphere in NP{M)

centered at p. Our main result on CR extension is contained in the following

theorem.

THEOREM 1.4. Suppose M is a smooth CR generic submanifold of C" and p

is a point of type I in M and uj is an open set in M containing p. Let F C T^iM) be

the convex hull of the image of the Ith Levi form of M at p. Suppose the interior of

r iwith respect to the topology ofT^iM)) is nonempty.  Then there exists an open
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set 12 in Cn with the following properties:

(i) For each cone T' C NP(M) which is smaller than J{T} there is an open

set uj' in M and an open set V in Cn with p e uj' and p e V and such that

Nv{uj',T') cn.
(ii) For each CR distribution u defined on uj there is a holomorphic function U

defined on 12 with U £ Bv(uj',T') and with bU = u on uj' .

The theorem conveys the following picture of 12 (in codimension two).

side view

REMARK. Recall that since T C T%(M) clearly J{r} C NP(M). Since

dim# Tp(M) = d, the hypotheses on T guarantees that T is a d-dimensional (i.e.

maximal dimensional) cone. This is equivalent to saying that all the Hormander

numbers are the same finite number (namely I). The theorem essentially says that

if T is the convex hull of the image of the /th Levi form, then one can locally CR

extend in the directions given by J{T}. Note that the tangent cone of 12 at p is

spanned over R+ by J{T} and TP(M).

As a first step in the direction of the proof of this theorem, we shall need the

following theorem from [BPi] which roughly states that CR extension near a point

of type / to a manifold of one higher dimension is possible in the directions which

are essentially in the image of the /th Levi form.

THEOREM 1.5 (see [BPi], Theorem 1.1 and subsequent remarks). Let M be

a smooth generic CR submanifold of Cn and letpeM be a point of type I > 2. Let

uj be an open set in M with p e uj and let u e Tp(M) be a unit vector in the image

of Llp. Then for every e > 0 there is a unit vector ve e Tp and a smooth manifold

Me with boundary such that the following hold:

(i) ||i/ - v£[[ < e.

(ii) dim a Me = dinifl M -Y 1.

(iii) The boundary of Me contains an open subset ujx C uj with p e ujx .

(iv) The tangent cone of Me at p is spanned over R+ by TP(M) and Jve e

NP(M). _

(v) For each C1   CR function u on uj there is a C1 function U on M£ with

U\Ul   = «|wf

The proof of Theorem 1.4 (given in §3) will require the above theorem and

an analysis of the relationship between CR extension to a manifold of one higher
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dimension and the hypoanalytic wave front set of CR functions which we now

discuss.

We make use of the mini FBI transform defined in [BRT1]. For u e Cq°(uj),

uj C M and z,ç e Cd, w G Cm and k > 0, the mini FBI transform of u is

Fk(u,z,w,ç):=   [       u(Z(x,w),w)e-lí-z^'w^k^z-z^'w^2dxZ(x,w)

=  Í       u(z',w)e-is •*'-*<e>l*-*'la tí
J z'EUIw

where (c) = (Çj2 + ■ • • + ej)1/2 which makes sense provided |Rec| > |Imc|. This

transform is slightly different than the one defined in [BCT] which involves an

integral over the Re(u>) variables as well as the x variables. As noted below, many

of the results in [BCT] are valid using the mini FBI transform with only minor

modifications in their proofs.

In [BCT], they define the concept of the hypoanalytic wave front set of a single

function over a point p G M. Since we are interested in the hull of holomorphy

of an open set u C M (with p G M) we define the concept of the hypoanalytic

wave front set of CR(u;) over a point p € M. Our definition differs from the one in

[BCT] only in the use of quantifiers. Our point p will be the origin.

DEFINITION 1.6. Let w be an open set in M which contains 0. Fix g G Co°(w)

with o=l near 0. We say that a vector £ G Tq(M) is not in the hypoanalytic

wave front set of CR(w) over 0 if there exist k, R > 0 and an open cone Tç in Cd

containing £ and an open set W in Cn containing 0 such that for each distribution

u which is CR on w, there is a constant C > 0 such that

\Fk(gu,z,w,ç)\ <Ce-M/R

for all (z,w) G W, ç G Tç.

We denote the hypoanalytic wave front set of CR(w) by W F%a(CR(uj)) C To(M).

This definition can easily be shown to be independent of the cutoff function g. Note

that the constants k, R and the cone T| and open set W depend only on £ (and

uj) but not on the CR function u defined on uj. The constant C on the other

hand is allowed to depend on u. A key component in the proof of Theorem 1.4

is the following lemma which analyzes the relationship between CR extension to a

manifold of one higher dimension and the hypoanalytic wave front set of CR(w).

LEMMA   1.7.   Suppose M is a CR generic submanifold of Cn presented as in

(1.1) so that p = 0 G M and suppose uj is an open set in M which contains 0.

Suppose that v G T$(M) is a vector such that there exists a manifold with boundary

denoted by M with the following properties:

(i) diniR M = diniR M -Y 1,

(ii) The boundary of M contains an open set ujx C u> in M with 0 G ujx,

(iii) The tangent cone of M atO is spanned over R+ by Ju G No(M) andTo(M),

(iv) For every C1 CR function u on ui there is a C1 CR function U on M with

U[u =«|Wl.

Then WFfta(CR(uj)) is contained in the closed half space T„ := {w G T0(M); w ■
i/>0}.
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This result can be thought of as a limiting version of some of the results in

[BCT] where it is shown that if CR functions can locally be extended to an open

wedge in Cn with cross section given by the cone J(T) (where T C To(M)), then

the hypoanalytic wave front sets at 0 of CR functions are contained in the polar of

T, T0 := {w G To(M); w ■ v > 0, for all v G T}. Clearly, as T shrinks to the ray

spanned by the vector v G T, then T° approaches the half space Tu. In other words,

one would conjecture, based on the results in [BCT] that if one can CR extend

in the direction Jv, then the hypoanalytic wave front sets of CR functions should

be contained in the half space Tv. Roughly speaking, the content of Lemma 1.7 is

that this conjecture is true.

2. Proof of Lemma 1.7. In view of [BCT, Lemma 1.4.1 and equation (2.15)],

it suffices to restrict our attention to CR functions of class C1. Let u,p,ujx C M be

given as in Lemma 1.7. Suppose £ is a vector which is not in T„. Fix g G Cq°(ü;i)

which is one on a set uj2 where uj2 CC ujx and such that 0 e uj2. We must show

that there are constants k, R > 0 and an open cone Tç in Cd containing £ and an

open set W such that for each u which is CR on uj, there is a constant C > 0 such

that

(2.1) \Fk(gu,z,w,ç.)\<Ce-^R

for all (z, w) eW and ç G T^.

Arrange coordinates as in (1.1) so that p is the origin and where Z(x,w) =

x -Y i(j)(x, w) with <f)(Q, 0) = 0 and D(f>(0,0) = 0. Now the tangent cone of M

at p = 0 is spanned over R+ by T0(M) = {(x -Y i0,w); x G Rd,w G Cm} and

Jv G No(M) = {(0 + iy,0); y G Rd}. Therefore we can find o? > 0 and 6$ > 0

and arrange a local parameterization of M of the form (x,w,t) —* (Z(x,w,t),w)

for x G Rd, w eCm with |x| < 6$ and [w\ < 6§, and 0 < t < 6?. Here Z has the

form

Z(x, w, t) = Z(x, w) -Y iq(x, w, t)

where g is a smooth real valued function with q(x, w, 0) = 0 and dq(0,0,0)/dt = v.

Since £ is not in Yv i.e. (£ • v < 0) we can find an e > 0 and shrink 6X and ¿2 if

necessary so that

(2.2) q(x,w,t) ■ Ç <-£t\t:\

for 0 < / < 0?, |x| < é2° and \w\ < 6$. Fix 6X, 62 with 0 < ¿1 < ó? and 0 < 62 < «52°.

The constants 6X and 62 will be chosen later. Our first requirement on 62 is that

(2.3) {(Z(x,w),w); \x\ < 62,[w\ < 62} C uj2.

Choose a function g0 G Co°({x G Rd; |x| < S2}) with go(x) = 1 for |x| < ¿2/2. For

fixed w e Cm with [w\ < 62 define

(2.4a) Mw := {(Z(x,w,tg0(x)),w); |x| < 62, 0<t<6x},

(2.4b) MwM := {(Z(x,w,go(x)6x),w); \x[ < S2},

(2.4c) Mw := {(Z(x,w),w); |x| < 62}.
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Note that dimj? Mw — diniR Mw<g1 = d and that Mw and Mw,{, together forms the

boundary of Mw. Therefore by Stokes' theorem, we may write

Fk(gu,z,w,ç)=  [ u(z*,w)g(z*,w)e-l<-z'-k^z-z'fdz*

Jz*€Mw

(2.5) =   f u(z*,w)g(z*,w)e-l*-z'-k{i)lz-z'fdz*

-Y [ dz. \u(z*,w)g(z*,w)e-^z'-k{^z-z'^ dz*   .

Here, we have used the notation z* = (z\,... ,z¿) eCd and dz* — dz* A • • • A dz*d.

Also in the second integral, we have denoted the CR extension of u to M by U,

which is guaranteed to exist by hypothesis. We have also assumed that g has been

extended to M so that g = 1 on Mw (recall that originally g = 1 on uj2). In view

of type considerations, only the z* derivatives are applied to the integrand of the

second integral. Since U is CR, and g = 1 on Mw, this integrand vanishes.

Now, we analyze the first integral on the right side of (2.5). Let us denote

by Q(ç,z*,z) the exponent appearing in the integrand. We first analyze Q when

c = £ = £/|£|,¿ = 0and

z* = Z(x, w,g0(x)6x) =x-Yi(<f>(x,w) -Y q(x,w,g0(x)6x)) eMw>Si.

We obtain

(2.6) Re(Q) = i-(t>(x,w) + i-q(x,w,go(x)èx)-k[x[2 +k(4>(x,w)+q(x,w,go(x)èx))2.

We separately consider two cases; when |x| < ¿2/2; and when <52/2 < |x| < 62.

In the latter case we obtain

Re(Q) < C(S¡ -Y [w\2) -^f- + Ck(6¡ -Y \w\4 -Y ô2)

where we have used the estimates

é-q(x,w,g0(x)t)<0,    cf. (2.2),

\4>(x,w)[ < C(|x|2 + H2),

\q(x,w,go(x)6x)\ < C6X,    recall q(x,w,t — 0) = 0,

where C is a uniform constant which is independent of the parameters t, x, w, 6X,62,

and k. If we restrict 62 so that C62 < <52/8 and then fix k > 8C + 8 then we obtain

Re{Q(c = tz* = Z(x,w,g0(x)6x),z = 0)}

< -b\ -Y C(\w\2 + k[w\4) + Cköl < -b\/2 -Y C(\w\2 -Y k\w\4)

provided we take 6X — b2/\/2Ck.

In the former case, we have |x| < <52/2 and so Oo(x) = 1 and £-g(x,t<;,6i) < —e6x

(cf. (2.2)). From (2.6), we obtain

Re{Q(ç = £, z* = Z(x, w, g0(x)6x), z = 0)}

< C(622 + [w[2) - eëx + fcC(¿! + [w\4 -Y <52)

< C(622 + [w\2) - e62/\/2Ck + fcC(é24 + [w[4 -Y 6¡/2Ck)

where we have used our choice of ¿i above.
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Note in both of the above cases that Re Q(ç — t\,z* = Z(x, w, g0ix)6x,z = 0)) <

0 provided 62 (and hence 6X) is chosen suitably small and provided w is in some

suitably small neighborhood of 0. Since Q(c, z*,z) is smooth in all arguments and

homogeneous of degree one in |ç|, we can find an open set W containing 0 and a

cone Tf containing £ and constants Cn, 6X, 62 > 0 such that with Mw<sl defined as

in (2.4b) we obtain

Re[Q(ç,z*,z)]<-c0\ç\

for ç G rf, z* e MWtSi, and (z,w) G W. This estimate together with the fact

that the second integral on the right side of (2.5) vanishes establishes (2.1) with

R = 1/co as desired.

3. The proof of Theorem 1.4. First, we arrange that p = 0 and assume that

M is presented as in (1.1). It suffices to prove the following: if V is a smaller

cone than T, then there exists an open set w' in M containing p and an open

set V in Cn containing p such that for each CR distribution u on uj there is a

holomorphic function U G Bv(uj',T') with 6/7 = u on uj'. For then one may take

12 = \JNv(uj, J{T'}) where the union is taken over all cones I" which are smaller

than T.

To prove the above, we need the following theorem which is essentially the con-

tent of Theorem II2.2 in [BCT].

THEOREM 3.1. Let uj be an open set in M containing 0. Let T be a closed

acute convex cone in T§(M) with WF%a(CR(uj)) C r° := {v G T§(M); v ■ £ > 0

for all £ G T}. Suppose F' is a smaller cone than T. Then there is an open set uj'

in M containing 0 and an open set V in Cn containing 0 such that for each CR

distribution u on uj there is a holomorphic function U G Bv(uj',T') with bU = u

on uj'.

This theorem is just a mini FBI version of Theorem II.2.2 in [BCT]. As men-

tioned in §1, the mini FBI transform defined there uses an integral over Rd (the

x variables) which is isomorphic to the totally real part of the tangent space of

M at 0, whereas in [BCT], the FBI transform uses an integral over a maximally

real subspace of To(M). Therefore in [BCT], the extension of the CR function is

clearly holomorphic in all variables but the conoid in which the holomorphic exten-

sion is defined is not the same as the conoid that we are seeking. In our context,

it is clear that Fk(u, z,w,ç) as defined in §1 is formally holomorphic in z, but not

necessarily in w. Therefore, if one repeats the proof of Theorem II.2.2 in [BCT]

using the mini FBI transform and by treating w as a parameter one obtains the

conoid N\ri(uj',V) as described above and one obtains that any function u which

satisfies (2.1) for Ç = £ not in T° is the distributional boundary values on uj' of a

function U such that U(z,w) is holomorphic in z whenever (z,w) G Nv(uj',T').

The quantifiers in Definition 1.6 are arranged so that the open set Nv(uj',T') does

not depend on u.

When u is CR, then we can show that U(z, w) is holomorphic in w as well as z

as follows. Let Xx,..., Xm be a basis for H0'1 (M) near p = 0 where each Xj has

the form
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where the ctdk are smooth functions on M. We extend the functions ctjk so that

they are defined on C™ and thus we may consider Xj as vector fields defined on Cn.

Now since U is holomorphic in z, for (z, w) G Nv(uj',T'), we have dU/dwj — XjU

on Nv'{uj',T'). Moreover in the sense of distribution theory,

t>(^)=KX3u) = Xju = o

on uj' since u is CR. Now fix an arbitrary w with (Z(0, w),w) G uj'. Let Nw =

{z e Cd; (z,w) e Ny(uj',T')}. Note that uj'w := {z G Cd; (z,w) G uj'} is a totally

real, d-dimensional manifold which lies in the boundary of (in fact is the corner

of) the complex d-dimensional conoid Nw. Since bw(dU/dwj) vanishes on uj'w and

since dU/dwj is holomorphic on Nw, clearly dU/dwj vanishes on Nw. Since w was

arbitrarily chosen, clearly dU/dwj = 0 on all of Ny(uj',T'), as desired.

THE REST OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. Let T be the convex hull of the

/th Levi form at p = 0. In view of Theorem 3.1, we wish to show WF%a(CR(uj)) C

T0. Since the interior of T (in Rd sa T§(M)) is nonempty, T0 is an acute cone. It

suffices to show that WFga(CR(uj)) C TJ for every closed convex cone with Tx < T.

Now there exists a cone T2 and unit vectors ux,..., vp¡ which lie in the image of

the /th Levi form such that T2 is the convex hull of v\,... ,i/]y and Ti < T2 < T.

Since each Vj is in the image of Ll0, we may use Theorem 1.5 to show that for each

j and for each e > 0 there is a unit vector f| G To (M) with ||i/| - Uj\\ < s and

which satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1.7. Therefore by Lemma 1.7,

N N

WF°a(CR(uj)) C f| r„. = f) {w e T°(M); w ■ v] > 0}.
3=1 3=1

Since \\i/j — Vj\\ -> 0 as e -> 0, clearly

N

W<(CR(w)) C H TVj ={weT${M);wv]> 0}

3 = 1

= T°2 C T°x    as desired.
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